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Abstract—Thanka murals are important cultural heritages of1

Tibet, but many precious murals were damaged during history.2

Thanka mural restoration is very important for the protection of3

Tibetan cultural heritage. Partial convolution has great potential4

for Thanka mural restoration due to its outstanding performance5

for inpainting irregular holes. However, three challenges prevent6

the existing partial convolution-based methods from solving7

Thanka restoration problems: 1) the features of multi-scale8

objects in Thanka murals cannot be extracted correctly because9

of single-scale partial convolution; 2) the stroke-like Thanka10

inpainting mode cannot be effectively simulated and learned11

by existing rectangular or arbitrary masks; and 3) the original12

content of damaged Thanka murals cannot be restored. To resolve13

these problems, we propose a Thanka mural inpainting method14

based on multi-scale adaptive partial convolution and stroke-15

like masks. The proposed method consists of three parts: 1) a16

kernel-level multi-scale adaptive partial convolution (MAPConv)17

to accurately discriminate valid pixels from invalid pixels, and18

to extract the features of multi-scale objects; 2) a parameter-19

configurable stroke-like mask generation method to simulate and20

learn the stroke-like Thanka inpainting mode; and 3) a 2-phase21

learning framework based on MAPConv Unet and different loss22

functions to restore the original content of Thanka murals.23

Experiments on both simulated and real damages of Thanka24

murals demonstrated that our approach works well on a small25

dataset (N=2780), generates realistic mural content, and restores26

the damaged Thanka murals with high speed (600 ms for multiple27

holes in 512×512 images). The proposed end-to-end method can28

be applied to other small datasets-based inpainting tasks.29

Index Terms—image inpainting, Thanka restoration, multi-30

scale, partial convolution, mask generation.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

AS a kind of Tibetan encyclopedia [1], [2], Thanka images33

contain many colors, complex structures, and extremely34

fine textures along with profound religious and cultural mean-35

ings, making Thanka murals different from natural images.36

During Tibet’s long history, many precious Thanka murals37

were damaged. Image inpainting of Thanka murals plays a38

significant role in the protection of Tibetan cultural heritage39

in modern times. Traditional non-digital manual inpainting40

methods not only require professional Thanka painting skills41

but also result in unrecoverable inpainting results or even per-42

manent damage [3]. This makes digital inpainting of Thanka43

murals urgent.44
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Challenge 1: for images that jointly contain 
irregular damages (        ) and multi-scale 
objects (         ), features cannot be correctly 
extracted and represented by existing 
inpainting methods.

Challenge 2: the stroke-like Thanka inpainting 
mode can not be learned and simulated by 
existing rectangular masks (row 1) or arbitrary 
masks (row 2).

Challenge 3: the objective of existing methods 
is to generate reasonable content instead of 
original content, which can easily cause 
unrealistic, imaginary contents (         ) of 
inpainting results.

Fig. 1. Three main challenges for Thanka mural inpainting.

Although image inpainting methods have progressed [4], 45

[5], there is no available solution for Thanka murals restora- 46

tion due to three main reasons: 1) damaged Thanka murals 47

contain both multiple irregular damaged areas and multi-scale 48

objects, which make both traditional non-learning and standard 49

convolution-based learning methods hard to inpaint; 2) the 50

existing inpainting methods are unable to provide a suitable 51

dataset of masks that can simulate and model the irregular 52

Thanka damages and the stroke-like Thanka inpainting mode; 53

3) the Thanka mural dataset is too small to be trained well 54

with the existing inpainting methods. 55

Partial convolution [6] has great potential for Thanka mural 56

inpainting due to its outstanding inpainting performance for 57

irregular holes (for more details, see Section II.A). However, 58

three challenges prevent the existing partial convolution-based 59

methods from solving Thanka inpainting problems (Fig.1): 60

Challenge 1: The features of multi-scale objects cannot be 61

extracted correctly because of single-scale convolution [6]–[8]. 62

There are many multi-scale objects in Thanka murals such 63

as Buddhas, halos, temples, or lotuses. The performance of 64

Thanka inpainting depends on feature extraction of the multi- 65

scale objects. However, the existing partial convolution-based 66

methods fail to extract correct multi-scale features because of 67

the limited receptive field of the single-scale convolution they 68

adopt. 69

Challenge 2: The stroke-like Thanka inpainting mode can- 70

not be effectively simulated and learned by these methods 71
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because they all use rectangular or arbitrary masks. For Thanka72

mural inpainting, the damaged areas need to be filled using73

a stroke-like brush by a user and then the stroke-like filled74

areas are regarded as masks. This requires that the inpainting75

model should be trained with a dataset of stroke-like masks to76

learn the user’s stroke-like filling. However, the existing partial77

convolution-based methods do not provide stroke-like masks.78

Challenge 3: The original content of damaged Thanka79

murals cannot be restored because the objective of these80

methods is to generate reasonable content instead of original81

content. The goal of Thanka restoration is to fill the damaged82

areas with the original content. However, the loss functions of83

existing methods are designed to generate reasonable contents,84

which are unable to guarantee the generation of the original85

content of Thanka murals.86

In this paper, we propose a Thanka mural inpainting solution87

based on multi-scale adaptive partial convolution and stroke-88

like masks (Fig.2). The proposed method consists of three89

parts:90

First (solution for Challenge 1), a novel multi-scale adaptive91

partial convolution (MAPConv) is proposed to extract multi-92

scale features via multiple convolution kernels with different93

sizes. MAPConv can adaptively assign different kernel sizes94

for different convolution kernels in each layer. MAPConv95

enables the Thanka inpainting task to discriminate accurately96

valid pixels from invalid pixels, and to extract the features97

of multi-scale objects. As a kernel-level operation, MAPConv98

can be easily implemented in any deep learning framework.99

Second (solution for Challenge 2), a parameter-configurable100

stroke-like mask generation method is proposed. Our stroke-101

like masks are generated dynamically during model training.102

Compared to the existing rectangular or arbitrary masks,103

our masks can effectively simulate and learn the stroke-like104

Thanka inpainting mode. The Thanka inpainting model trained105

by our masks not only provides accurate inpainting results but106

also avoids over-fitting.107

Third (solution for Challenge 3), a 2-phase learning frame-108

work based on MAPConv Unet and different loss functions is109

proposed to generate the original content of Thanka murals.110

Specifically, we first design a MAPConv Unet as the training111

architecture, and then design two different learning phases to112

train our model. Unlike the existing methods in which fixed113

loss functions are used, we adopt different loss functions for114

different training phases. In the first phase, the loss function is115

designed to guide the model to reconstruct pixel information;116

and in the second phase, the loss function is designed to learn117

high-level features. The proposed 2-phase learning framework118

not only generates the original content of Thanka murals but119

also works on small datasets with a simpler Unet structure.120

Experiments on both simulated and real Thanka damages121

show that: 1) our method can generate high-quality inpainting122

results by filling multiple holes in one-step and without any123

post-processing; and 2) our method achieves both satisfactory124

visual performance and outstanding evaluation indexes with a125

simpler Unet structure.126

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:127

1. We propose a novel partial convolution MAPConv that128

can accurately discriminate valid pixels from invalid pixels,129

and extract the features of multi-scale objects. MAPConv can 130

be easily implemented in any deep learning framework. 131

2. We propose an efficient stroke-like mask generation 132

method. The method is parameter-configurable and able to 133

avoid over-fitting. The masks generated by our method can 134

effectively simulate and learn the stroke-like Thanka inpainting 135

mode. 136

3. We propose a 2-phase learning framework based on 137

MAPConv Unet and different loss functions. The proposed 138

framework can generate realistic image content with a simpler 139

architecture. 140

4. For the first time, we introduce an end-to-end learning- 141

based method to restore the traditional Thanka murals with 142

high speed. The proposed method can be applied to other small 143

datasets-based inpainting tasks. 144

II. RELATED WORK 145

A. Image inpainting methods 146

Traditional methods: There are two main types of tradi- 147

tional inpainting methods: geometry-based methods and patch- 148

based methods [9]. Geometry-based methods use a partial 149

differential equation to propagate local structure from the 150

exterior to the interior of a hole. Patch-based methods are built 151

on texture synthesis and statistical properties of the nearest 152

image pixel neighbors. Of all traditional methods, PatchMatch 153

[10] is one of the best. PatchMatch fills holes faster than the 154

other traditional methods, but when a similar texture cannot 155

be found in the image, the inpainting result will be very poor. 156

For all traditional methods, there are three major problems. 157

First, they cannot capture the global structure and image 158

semantics. Second, they fail to fill complex holes [10], [11]. 159

Third, filling a large hole is very time-consuming. 160

Learning-based methods: The vast majority of learning- 161

based methods are based on either a CNN or a GAN, or 162

on both together [12]–[14]. Early methods only dealt with 163

rectangular areas [8]. Context Encoders [15] was the first 164

attempt to fill asymmetric areas. Other new strategies, such 165

as Dilated convolution [11], coarse-to-fine architecture [16], 166

attention mechanism [17], Inception Generative Network [18], 167

Selective Kernel Network [19], Non-Local Correlation [20], 168

and edge-guided [21] methods were proposed to obtain better 169

image features. 170

However, all these methods have limitations: 1) CNN-based 171

methods fail to inpaint irregular areas because they perform 172

standard convolutions, in which non-hole areas (valid pixels) 173

and hole areas (invalid pixels) are treated indiscriminately 174

[6]. This inherent characteristic of the standard convolution 175

inevitably prevents CNN-based methods from generating ac- 176

curate inpainting results [7], [22]; 2) there is no evidence that 177

the existing inpainting methods can work on small datasets 178

although they were verified on large datasets. In our research, 179

we have a small dataset that contains about 2780 images 180

of undamaged Thanka murals. Among the state-of-the-art 181

methods proposed in the past 2 years, we trained our dataset 182

with Generative Multi-column Convolutional Neural Networks 183

(GMCNN) [23], GatedConv [22], and PConv [6]. They all 184

failed to generate satisfactory results. 185
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Fig. 2. The proposed Thanka mural inpainting method consists of three parts: (a) a kernel-level multi-scale adaptive partial convolution (MAPConv) to
accurately discriminate valid pixels from invalid pixels, and to extract the features of multi-scale objects; (b) a parameter-configurable stroke-like mask
generation method to simulate and learn the stroke-like inpainting mode of Thanka murals; (c) a 2-phase learning framework based on MAPConv Unet
(initialized by VGG16 pretrained weights) and different loss functions to learn the features of both Thanka murals and masks with the small Thanka dataset,
and restore the original content of Thanka murals.

Partial convolution based methods: Partial convolution186

can inpaint irregular holes [6]. In partial convolution, the187

mask is updated in each layer during model training. The188

values of the updated image feature only rely on the values of189

unmasked areas, which helps to keep track of the mask shape190

during the forward pass and reconstruct the missing areas [8],191

[24], [25]. In [7], a learnable attention map is proposed to192

improve partial convolution; and in [26], partial convolution is193

integrated with dense blocks to resolve gradient disappearance194

and color difference.195

Nonetheless, all existing partial convolution-based methods196

are unable to accurately extract the features of the multi-scale197

objects because they adopt a single-scale convolution. For198

example, there are many multi-scale objects such as Buddhas,199

halos, temples, or lotuses in Thanka murals, and each has an200

identical appearance but a different size. The use of multi-201

scale convolution is critically important for extracting and202

representing the features of these multi-scale objects.203

B. Width-wise multi-scale feature fusion204

Width-wise multi-scale feature fusion has been successfully205

adopted to enlarge receptive fields in many computer vision206

problems and achieved superior results, though it is paid less207

attention in image inpainting. Generally, width-wise multi-208

scale feature fusion can be implemented in various networks209

for different tasks, such as image detection, segmentation, etc.210

Google’s Inception [27] fuses multi-scale information in each211

layer by concatenating the features extracted from filters with212

different sizes. Deeplab V3 [28] employs atrous convolution213

in parallel to capture multi-scale context by adopting multiple214

atrous rates. Trident Network [29] uses multiple branches with 215

different dilation rates to generate multi-scale feature maps. 216

PSPNet [30] uses multi-scale pooling to fuse information in 217

parallel. Big-little Net adopts [31] multi-branches network 218

architecture, in which each branch has a different scale. 219

Although the width-wise multi-scale feature fusion has been 220

adopted in some existing inpainting methods, it is only consid- 221

ered as an additional component or supplement rather than a 222

kernel-level operation or backbone infrastructure. MUSICAL 223

[32] integrates multi-scale attention modules in its architecture. 224

GMCNN [23] first executes a series of convolution operations 225

in different branches with different filter sizes, and then 226

fuses the results of different branches. PEN-Net [33] fuses 227

multi-scale contextual information by four groups of dilated 228

convolutions with different rates to ensure structure coherence. 229

All these implementations are not kernel-level operation and 230

thus are hard to transplant to other networks or tasks. 231

C. Mask generation 232

Mask preparation is a key step for the image inpaint- 233

ing task because different mask shapes and sizes determine 234

different inpainting performance [22]. A model trained by 235

rectangular masks can only inpaint rectangular areas while 236

irregular holes can only be inpainted with the models trained 237

by irregular-shaped masks. More recently, researchers are 238

starting to pay attention to mask design. Publications have 239

reported on generating masks by occlusion and disocclusion 240

of video frames [6], by generating three types of masks with 241

different hyper-parameters [34], and by designing two types 242

of masks to simulate real-world inputs [35]. However, neither 243
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Fig. 3. The proposed Multi-scale Adaptive Partial Convolution (MAPConv) (a) is a kernel-level operation, it is capable of discriminating valid pixels from
invalid pixels, and extracting the features of multi-scale objects. MAPConv can be easily implemented in any neural network. The proposed MAPConv Unet
(b) works on a small dataset and has a simpler architecture with 15M parameters and 8 layers, which is only 45%, and 1/2 of the original partial convolutional
neural network PConv [6].

the relationship between masks and the inpainting mode was244

discussed nor the efficiency and parameter configurability of245

the mask generation method was analyzed in these studies.246

The existing mask generation methods cannot be adopted247

in Thanka inpainting because they only provide rectangular or248

arbitrary masks instead of stroke-like masks. The inpainting of249

a damaged Thanka mural needs a user to indicate the damaged250

areas by stroke-like filling or brushing, the stroke-like filled251

areas will be regarded as mask areas. Thus, we need to train the252

Thanka inpainting model with a dataset of stroke-like masks253

together to learn the stroke-like inpainting mode. However,254

either rectangular or arbitrary masks provided by the existing255

mask generation methods are unable to meet this requirement.256

257

III. METHODOLOGY258

The proposed Thanka inpainting method based on multi-259

scale adaptive partial convolution and stroke-like masks con-260

sists of three parts: 1) a kernel-level multi-scale adaptive261

partial convolution (MAPConv) to accurately discriminate262

valid pixels from invalid pixels, and extract the features of263

multi-scale objects; 2) a parameter-configurable stroke-like264

mask generation method to effectively simulate the stroke-like265

Thanka inpainting mode; and 3) a 2-phase learning framework266

based on MAPConv Unet and different loss functions to267

restore the original content of Thanka murals by capturing268

both pixel information and visual semantics of the murals.269

A. Multi-scale adaptive partial convolution (MAPConv)270

Although Partial convolution [6] is an effective tool for271

inpainting irregular holes, the existing partial convolution272

is still unable to extract the features of multi-scale objects273

because the single-scale convolution it adopts only provides274

one single receptive field in each layer of the CNN [6]–[8],275

[25], [26].276

In the proposed MAPConv, we adopt multiple convolu-277

tion kernels with different kernel sizes to extract multi-scale278

features in each layer width-wise. MAPConv can adaptively 279

assign different kernel sizes for different convolution kernels 280

according to the input filter size in each layer. This provides 281

MAPConv with multiple receptive fields to learn multi-scale 282

features. 283

We define our MAPConv operation as a standard layer that 284

can be called easily by a neural network. The whole process 285

of MAPConv is illustrated in Fig.3(a). 286

Let k be the filter size of the current convolution, W be the 287

filter weights, b be the bias. Fin and Fout are the input and 288

output features, M is binary mask. For each pixel m in mask 289

M , 0 means an invalid pixel and 1 means a valid pixel. Mask 290

M needs to be updated in each layer. Min and Mout are the 291

input and output masks. Fin and Min are the same size, and 292

Fout and Mout are also the same size. 293

MAPConv can be simply called by the neural network as: 294

(Fout,Mout) = MAPConv(Fin,Min, k, F ilters) 295

For the current layer, the detailed implementation of MAP- 296

Conv can be described as follows: 297

(1) Eq.(1) is used to discriminate valid pixels from invalid 298

pixels in the input feature Fin, and obtain the masked feature 299

Fmasked: 300

Fmasked = Fin �Min (1)

where � is an element-wise multiplication. 301

(2) Obtain the features of different scales Fαconv , F βconv and 302

F γconv by adopting three parallel convolutions: 303

Fαconv = (Wα)T ∗ Fmasked (2)
304

F βconv = (W β)T ∗ Fmasked (3)
305

F γconv = (W γ)T ∗ Fmasked (4)

where Wα, W β , and W γ are the filter weights using three 306

different kernel sizes k, k − 2, and k − 4 respectively. The 307

superscript T denotes matrix transposition and ∗ denotes the 308

standard convolution operation. According to Eqs.(1)-(4), we 309

can see that the output values of each convolution depend only 310

on the unmasked pixels of the inputs. 311
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The broken areas can be 
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(ⅰ)

The indicated areas ( by 
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Fig. 4. The proposed Stroke-like mask generation method is based on the simulation of stroke-like inpainting mode for the real damages of Thanka murals,
which makes the masks generated by our method simulate the stroke-like inpainting mode of Thanka murals better than the existing rectangular or arbitrary
masks. Step (i) to (v) show the process from initial motivation to the final algorithm.

(3) Obtain the fused feature Fconv using Eq.(5):312

Fconv = αFαconv + βF βconv + γF γconv (5)

where the symbol + denotes element-wise addition. α, β, and313

γ are the scaling factors. Default values are: α = β = γ = 1
3 .314

(4) Update the input mask Min and obtain the convolved315

mask Mconv using a special convolution:316

Mconv = (WM )T ∗Min (6)

where ∗ is convolution operation, and WM is a filter kernel in317

which the value of each element is 1. In partial convolution,318

the mask convolution is needed to make the feature output319

conditioned only on the unmasked input. WM has the same320

kernel size k. Mconv is an intermediate result, which will be321

used to compute the scaling factor for the image features in322

the next step, and then it will be normalized later for obtaining323

the correct mask output.324

(5) Compute the scaling matrix Mscaling using Eq.(7):325

Mscaling = g(Mconv) (7)

where g() is defined as:326

g(m) =

{
k2/m, m > 0

0, else
(8)

where m = 1 means a valid pixel and m = 0 means an invalid327

pixel.328

(6) Obtain the normalized feature Fnorm by normalizing the329

fused feature Fconv using Eq.(9):330

Fnorm = Fconv �Mscaling + b (9)

where b is the bias. By computing Fnorm we can restore the331

original scale ratio of pixel values, since the scale ratio of332

pixel values located at the boundary of the damaged areas in333

Fin has been changed after the computing of Eqs.(1)-(4).334

(7) Obtain the output feature Fout using non-linear activa-335

tion ReLU (namely f in Fig.3(a)):336

Fout = f(Fnorm) = ReLU(Fnorm) (10)

(8) Considering that the Mconv we obtained in step (6) con-337

tains various values after convolution, we need to normalize338

each element of Mconv to the range of [0,1] using Eq.(11) and 339

obtain the output mask Mout: 340

Mout = h(Mconv) (11)

where h() is a mask normalization function defined as: 341

h(m) =

{
1, m > 0

0, else
(12)

Summary of advantages: Powered by our proposed adap- 342

tive multi-scale convolution kernels, MAPConv can accurately 343

discriminate valid pixels from invalid pixels, and extract the 344

features of multi-scale objects. Furthermore, it can be easily 345

implemented in any deep learning framework as part of the 346

forward pass. 347

B. Stroke-like mask generation 348

Our Stroke-like mask generation is based on the simulation 349

of the stroke-like inpainting mode of real Thanka damages. 350

Usually, Thanka murals contain two types of damage: (a) long 351

cracks, creases, and scratches. In most cases these damages 352

have long and narrow shapes with some bends and irregular 353

curvature; and (b) damaged irregular spots or block areas. 354

These damaged areas can be filled using a stroke-like brush 355

interactively, which are regarded as masks. Thus, we can 356

train the model with a stroke-like mask dataset to effectively 357

learn and simulate the stroke-like inpainting mode of Thanka 358

murals. 359

Fig.4 shows the motivation of our mask generation method, 360

which can be described as follows: generally, damaged Thanka 361

murals contain multiple random damaged areas (Fig.4(i)). In 362

Thanka inpainting, users can mark the damaged areas easily 363

using a stroke-like brush. The damaged areas can be indicated 364

by inpainting them interactively with a stroke-like brush by 365

a Thanka artist or a user in a graphical user interface (GUI) 366

(Fig.4(ii)). The indicated areas ( by brushed) can be regarded 367

as the masks of the murals (Fig.4(iii)). The main common 368

features of the stroke-like mask shapes can be analyzed as: 369

A) The most common shapes in the masks can be simulated 370

as: (1) lines, (2) curves, (3) rounded shapes, (4) ellipses, (5) 371

combination of the above shapes; B) The shapes can appear 372

randomly at any position in the damaged murals (Fig.4(iv)). 373
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TABLE I
THE COMPARISON OF THE FOUR PERFORMANCE INDICATORS SHOWS THAT OUR MASKS ARE SUPERIOR TO THE OTHERS.

Performance Index Rectangular Mask PConv Mask [6] GatedConv Mask [22] MAPConv Mask(ours)

Diversity to avoid over-fitting X X X X

Efficiency in computation and storage X × X X

Parameter configurable X × X X

Stroke-like shapes × × × X

Finally, we generate random stroke-like masks using our374

algorithm to train the intact Thanka dataset (Fig.4(v)).

Algorithm 1 Stroke-like mask generation
Input: Mask height: H , width: W , channel: C
Output: Binary Mask

1: num = 10 {// Set shape number here. default:10}
2: size =int((H + W ) ∗ 0.01) {// Set size scale here.

default:0.01}
3: img =np.zeros(H,W,C)
4: for i = 1;i <=randint(1, num); i+ + do
5: centerX, centerY =randint(1,W ), randint(1, H)
6: r =randint(size, size ∗ 4) {// r is radius}
7: cv2.circle(img, (centerX, centerY ), r, (1, 1, 1),−1)
8: end for
9: for i = 1;i <=randint(1, num);i+ + do

10: centerX, centerY =randint(1,W ), randint(1, H)
11: axis1 =randint(size, size ∗ 4)
12: axis2 =randint(size, size ∗ 4)
13: Angle, startAngle, endAngle =randint(0, 180), 0, 360
14: cv2.ellipse(img, (centerX, centerY ), (axis1, axis2),

Angle, startAngle, endAngle, (1, 1, 1),−1)
15: end for
16: for i = 1;i <=randint(1, num);i+ + do
17: startX, startY =randint(1,W ), randint(1, H)
18: endX, endY =randint(1,W ), randint(1, H)
19: thickness =randint(size, size ∗ 4)
20: cv2.line(img, (startX, startY ), (endX, endY ),

(1, 1, 1), thickness)
21: end for
22: for i = 1;i <=randint(1, num);i+ + do
23: centerX, centerY =randint(1,W ), randint(1, H)
24: axis1, axis2 =randint(1,W ), randint(1, H)
25: Angle, startAngle, endAngle = randint(0, 180),

randint(size, 180), randint(size, 180)
26: thickness =randint(size, size ∗ 4)
27: cv2.ellipse(img, (centerX, centerY ), (axis1, axis2),

Angle, startAngle, endAngle, (1, 1, 1), thickness)
28: end for
29: return 1− img

375

Algorithm 1 shows our stroke-like mask generation al-376

gorithm briefly. Specifically, we use random lines, elliptic377

curves, solid circles, and solid ellipses of different lengths,378

widths, angles, and locations to compose stroke-like masks.379

For each shape, its length, width, angle, size, and the number380

of shape are randomly and independently determined by the381

algorithm. Each mask image has the same size as the Thanka382

(a) (b) (d)(c)

(e) (f) (h)(g)

Fig. 5. The visual comparison shows that our stroke-like masks (g-h) simulate
the Thanka mural inpainting mode better than the other masks because 1)
models trained by rectangular masks (a-b) are unable to inpaint irregular areas;
2) GatedConv masks (e-f) [22] are not stroke-like; 3) PConv masks (c-d) [6]
are neither stroke-like nor efficient in storage and computation.

image. There are two algorithm hyper-parameters num and 383

size, which can be manually set to control the mask generation. 384

Larger num and size means more mask shapes and larger mask 385

areas respectively. Other algorithm parameters are determined 386

by num and size. The random parameter setting of our 387

algorithm can provide enough mask diversity. 388

Fig.5 shows a visual comparison of our mask samples 389

with other mask samples from some of the state-of-the-art 390

inpainting methods. In Fig.5, (a) and (b) are the commonly- 391

used rectangular mask samples. Models trained by rectangular 392

masks are unable to inpaint irregular areas; (c) and (d) are 393

from PConv [6] in which masks are generated by occlusion 394

and disocclusion of video frames. This method is not efficient 395

in both computation and storage because it requires not only 396

disk space to store the whole mask dataset but also memory to 397

load it; (e) and (f) are generated dynamically by GatedConv 398

[22] using an algorithm; however, they are not stroke-like 399

shapes; (g) and (h) are generated by our method in which 400

random stroke-like masks can be generated dynamically by 401

the algorithm. 402

Summary of advantages: Table.I shows the comparison 403

of different mask generation methods. Compared with the 404

existing rectangular or arbitrary mask generation methods, 405

our stroke-like mask generation method: 1) can simulate the 406

stroke-like inpainting mode of real Thanka damage; 2) is 407

efficient in computation and storage, because it requires neither 408

disk space to store the whole mask dataset nor memory to load 409

the mask set; 3) can generate enough random masks to avoid 410

overfitting; and 4) is configurable, because the parameters that 411

control mask shapes can be configured easily according to the 412
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needs of tasks.413

C. 2-phase learning framework based on MAPConv Unet and414

different loss functions415

Our 2-phase learning framework consists of two parts: a416

simple MAPConv-based Unet structure, and a 2-phase learning417

based on different loss functions.418

1) MAPConv Unet: We propose a simple MAPConv-based419

Unet architecture [36]. Fig.3(b) shows the proposed Unet420

architecture in detail. There are only 4 encoder layers and 4421

decoder layers in our MAPConv Unet. MAPConv is adopted as422

a core convolution operation in MAPConv Unet. Both Thanka423

images and masks (512×512×3) are randomly input into424

MAPConv Unet as training data, and the MAPConv operation425

is performed in each layer. Batch normalization is used after426

the MAPConv operation in each encoder and decoder layer.427

The proposed MAPConv Unet is capable of capturing image428

features by a simpler structure.429

2) 2-phase learning based on different loss functions: For430

machine learning, the design of loss function depends on431

the objective of training. In this work, the objective of the432

Thanka mural inpainting is to restore the original content of433

the damaged areas. Our approach to achieve this goal is to train434

MAPConv Unet with 2 independent phases, and different loss435

functions are adopted in each training phase. In the first phase,436

the loss function is designed to guide the model to reconstruct437

low-level pixel information; and in the second phase, the loss438

function is designed to learn high-level semantic features.439

Fig.2(c) shows the 2-phase learning framework based on440

MAPConv Unet and different loss functions for training the441

intact Thanka dataset and stroke-like mask set.442

First, Analogous to [6] we define four loss function parts,443

namely pixel reconstruction loss Lr, perceptual loss Lp, style444

loss Ls, and total variation loss Ltv as follows:445

Pixel reconstruction loss Lr: Given the masked input446

image Iin, the ground truth image Igt, the output image447

Iout, and the mask image M (M is a binary matrix with 0448

for the hole area and 1 for non-hole area), we denote the449

pixel reconstruction loss of the hole area, non-hole area, and450

total area as Lhole, Lnon−hole and Lr respectively, which are451

defined as:452

Lhole =
1

N
‖(Igt − Iout)� (1−M)‖1 (13)

453

Lnon−hole =
1

N
‖(Igt − Iout)�M‖1 (14)

454

Lr = 6Lhole + Lnon−hole (15)

where � is element-wise multiplication, and N is the number455

of elements of the image input (N = H×W ×C; H , W , and456

C are the image height, width, and channel size respectively).457

Perceptual loss Lp: Since Lr loss cannot capture high458

level visual features, we introduce a perceptual loss Lp, which459

is defined on the VGG16 network [37] and is pretrained on460

ImageNet [38]. We first define a composite image Icomp as:461

Icomp = M � Igt + (1−M)� Iout (16)

Then Lp is defined as: 462

Lp =
P∑
i=1

∥∥Ψi(Igt)−Ψi(Iout)
∥∥
1

Ni
+

P∑
i=1

∥∥Ψi(Igt)−Ψi(Icomp)
∥∥
1

Ni

(17)

where Ψ(·) denotes the feature map of the i-th pooling layer, 463

Ni denotes the number of elements in Ψi(Igt). As shown 464

in Eq.17, the perceptual loss Lp consists of 2 parts, the first 465

part computes the difference between the output image Iout 466

and the ground truth image Igt, the second part computes the 467

difference between the composite image Icomp and the ground 468

truth image Igt. The three pooling layers of the pretrained 469

VGG-16, namely pool-1, pool-2, and pool-3 are used to extract 470

the image features. 471

Style loss Ls: We further introduce a style loss Ls that is 472

defined in [6], which computes the feature maps on the pooling 473

layers of VGG-16. Ls also consists of 2 parts: 474

LIout
s =

P∑
i=1

1

CiCi

∥∥∥∥∥Ki((Ψ
i(Igt))

TΨi(Igt)−
(Ψi(Iout))

TΨi(Iout))

∥∥∥∥∥
1

(18)

475

LIcomp
s =

P∑
i=1

1

CiCi

∥∥∥∥∥Ki((Ψ
i(Igt))

TΨi(Igt)−
(Ψi(Icomp))

TΨi(Icomp))

∥∥∥∥∥
1

(19)

476

Ls = LIout
s + LIcomp

s (20)

where Ci is the channel size of the i-th pooling layer, and Ki 477

is the normalization factor 1/Ci ∗Hi ∗Wi for the i-th pooling 478

layer (Hi and Wi denote height and width). 479

Total variation loss Ltv: Ltv is a smoothing penalty used 480

in the hole areas to smooth the neighboring pixels [6], [39]. 481

Ltv is defined as: 482

Ltv =
∑

(i,j),(i,j+1)

1

NIcomp

∥∥∥I(i,j+1)
comp − I(i,j)comp

∥∥∥
1

+

∑
(i,j),(i+1,j)

1

NIcomp

∥∥∥I(i+1,j)
comp − I(i,j)comp

∥∥∥
1

(21)

where, NIcomp
is the number of elements in Icomp. (i, j), 483

(i + 1, j), and (i, j + 1) are the pixel locations belonging to 484

the region of 1-pixel dilation of the hole areas. 485

2-Phase learning: Let Lphase1, Lphase2 be the total loss 486

of phase 1 and phase 2 respectively. Lphase1 consists of 3 487

different loss parts: Lr, Lp, and Ls. Lphase2 consists of 4 488

different loss parts: Lr, Lp, Ls, and Ltv . Lphase1 and Lphase2 489

are defined as: 490

Lphase1 = α1Lr + β1Lp + γ1Ls (22)
491

Lphase2 = α2Lr + β2Lp + γ2Ls + λ2Ltv (23)

where α1, β1, γ1, α2, β2, γ2, and λ2 are the coefficients of 492

the different loss parts. 493

For phase 1 training, we focus on pixel reconstruction. We 494

assign a very small value to the coefficient γ1 of Ls, which 495

constraints the neural network from losing pixel-level detail 496

information. For phase 2 training, the coefficient γ2 of Ls is 497

assigned a large value to guide the network to learn more about 498
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(a) Simulated damages (b) GatedConv (c) GMCNN (d) PConv (e)  Proposed   (f) Ground Truth

Fig. 6. Comparison on simulated damages shows that our results (e) are more realistic and closer to the original murals (f) than GatedConv [22] (b), GMCNN
[23] (c) and PConv [6] (d). (a) is the simulated damages of Thanka murals.

the high-level visual semantics. Furthermore, Ltv is adopted499

in phase 2 to smooth the neighboring pixels of damaged areas.500

In our experiments, we set γ1 = 1, γ2 = 120. Analogous to501

[6], we set α1 = α2 = 1, β1 = β2 = 0.05, and λ2 = 0.1.502

Summary of advantages: 1) MAPConv Unet not only503

works on small datasets but also has a simpler architecture504

with 15M parameters and 8 layers, which is only 45%, and505

1/2 of the original partial convolutional neural network (33M506

parameters, 16 layers) [6]; 2) Each training phase is assigned507

a different objective, which enables the deep neural network508

model to capture both pixel information and high-level visual509

semantics more precisely than the existing fixed learning510

methods.511

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS512

The proposed method was trained on a dataset with 2780513

intact Thanka images. Each image was resized to 512×512.514

The dataset was randomly split into a training set (80%), a515

validation set (10%), and a test set (10%). We trained our516

model on NVIDIA P100 GPU and the weights of model were517

initialized by the VGG16 pretrained model [40]. The following518

are some implementation details: 30 epochs for the first phase519

and 60 epochs for the second phase; batch size: 4; optimizer:520

Adam; learning rate: 0.0002 for the first phase and 0.00005521

for the second phase (analogous to [6]). We used 2 kinds of522

data augmentation methods: 1) divide each original image into523

four small sub-images (256X256) by horizontal and vertical524

segmentation, and then enlarge each sub-image to original size525

(512X512), this makes our data set five times larger; 2) image526

rotation, horizontal, and vertical flip. In order to validate and527

compare the performance of our proposed mask generation528

method we trained our model on both our masks and the529

arbitrary masks provided in the Literature [6]. Three state-530

of-the-art methods PConv [6], GMCNN [23], and GatedConv 531

[22] were also trained on the Thanka dataset for comparison. 532

Our method was tested with both simulated damages and 533

real damages of Thanka murals. We used our random Stroke- 534

like masks as the simulated damages. For the real damages, 535

we filled the real damage areas in Thanka murals using stroke- 536

like brush interactively to form masks, and then inpainted 537

the masked murals with our trained model and evaluated the 538

performance. Experimental results indicate that our method 539

is very effective and possesses outstanding inpainting perfor- 540

mance for both irregular simulated damages and real damages. 541

A. Performance on simulated damage 542

1) Qualitative Evaluation: To compare different methods 543

fairly, instead of using the masks that generated by our 544

method, we added a series of manual random masks to 545

Thanka images to test inpainting performance. We denote 3 546

inpainting methods from [22], [23] and [6] as GatedConv, 547

GMCNN, and PConv respectively. Compared with the state-of- 548

the-art inpainting methods, our method provides more realistic 549

content. From Fig.6(e) we can see that our method effectively 550

restores the original content of missing areas. As shown in 551

Fig.6, GatedConv tends to generate unrealistic image content 552

(Fig.6(b)), while GMCNN fails to deal with large irregular 553

holes (Fig.6(c)). PConv generates reasonable content, but the 554

results are always full of obvious artifacts (Fig.6(d)). 555

2) Quantitative Evaluation: We define different simulated 556

damage levels according to the parameter num of our mask 557

generation algorithm (see Algorithm 1). The larger the value 558

of num, the more shapes in a mask. In detail, the values of 559

num in different damage levels are: 4 (Level1), 8 (Level2), 560

12 (Level3), 16 (Level4) and 20 (Level5). We evaluated the 561

inpainting performance on 1391 Thanka images. The peak 562
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(a) Real damaged Thanka (c) GatedConv (d) GMCNN (e) PConv (f)  Proposed  (b) Damage indication

Fig. 7. Comparison on real damaged Thanka murals shows that our results (f) achieve better visual performance on image structure and texture than GatedConv
[22] (c), GMCNN [23] (d) and PConv [6] (e). (a) is the real damaged murals. (b) shows the damage indication by stroke-like brush. Since these are real
damaged historical relic murals, there is no ground truth.

TABLE II
TEST RESULTS ON 1391 IMAGES SHOW THAT EXCEPT FOR THE LIGHTEST

DAMAGE Level1, BOTH PSNR AND SSIM PERFORMANCE OF OUR
METHOD OUTPERFORMED THE OTHER THREE METHODS (FOR THE
DAMAGE Level3, THE SSIM OF OUR METHOD RANKS SECOND).

Index Damage GatedConv [22] GMCNN [23] PConv [6] Proposed

PSNR

Level1 33.7307 33.0126 28.8150 32.3643
Level2 24.6559 23.8553 23.8825 25.3244
Level3 24.7559 23.5947 23.9366 25.2429
Level4 22.6628 21.5628 22.3107 23.4334
Level5 20.1791 18.9029 20.2521 20.9625

SSIM

Level1 0.9821 0.9802 0.9680 0.9743
Level2 0.8889 0.8734 0.8733 0.8905
Level3 0.8947 0.8799 0.8787 0.8938
Level4 0.8336 0.8132 0.8188 0.8394
Level5 0.7247 0.6860 0.7071 0.7363

TABLE III
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON SHOWS THAT THE MODEL TRAINED BY OUR
MASKS OUTPERFORMED THE MODEL TRAINED BY THE ARBITRARY MASKS

[6] UNDER DIFFERENT DAMAGE LEVELS (TESTED ON 1391 IMAGES).

Index Method Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5

PSNR Proposed masks 32.3643 25.3244 25.2429 23.4334 20.9625
Arbitrary masks 32.1929 25.1636 25.0941 23.297 20.8951

SSIM Proposed masks 0.9743 0.8905 0.8938 0.8394 0.7363
Arbitrary masks 0.9728 0.8792 0.8843 0.8261 0.7149

signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity (SSIM)563

metrics were used as evaluation indices. As shown in Table.II,564

except for the lightest damage Level1, both PSNR and SSIM565

of our method outperformed the other methods (for Level3,566

the SSIM of our method ranked second).567

The performance of PSNR in Table.II shows that our results568

retain better pixel-level information while the performance569

of SSIM shows that the inpainting results generated by our570

method contain better image structures.571

B. Performance on real damage 572

The real damaged Thanka murals are historic relics that 573

were damaged for various reasons. The objective indices 574

PSNR and SSIM cannot be adopted to evaluate the inpainting 575

performance of the real damaged Thanka murals because there 576

is no ground truth for these damaged historical relics. Thus, 577

we adopt visual performance for the evaluation. Experiments 578

on real damaged Thanka murals verified that our method can 579

effectively restore the missing areas with realistic and plausible 580

contents. Fig.7 shows the inpainting performance for the real 581

damages in Thanka murals. In Fig.7, (a) shows the images of 582

real damaged Thanka mural relics, 7(b) shows the inpainting 583

process; 7(c), (d), (e) and (f) show the inpainting results of 584

GatedConv, GMCNN, PConv, and our MAPConv respectively. 585

Fig.7(c) shows that it is easy to find the unrealistic blocks on 586

the Buddha’s face and the mismatched patches at the bottom 587

left. Completely distorted color appears in 7(d). In 7(e) there 588

are many artefactual lines and textures. Compared to 7(c), 7(d) 589

and 7(e), our results shown in 7(f) achieves the best restoration. 590

591

C. Effectiveness of stroke-like mask 592

The performance of our masks was tested with the Level1, 593

Level2, Level3, Level4, and Level5 damages. Table.III 594

shows the comparison of PSNR and SSIM of the 2 models 595

trained by an arbitrary mask set [6] and our stroke-like mask 596

set. The results show that the model trained by our masks 597

performs better than the arbitrary masks under the different 598

damage levels (tested on 1391 images). Fig.8 shows a visual 599

comparison of the different masks. The first row shows the 600

original Thanka murals, the second row shows the partially 601
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Row 1: 
original 
Thanka 
murals

Row 2: 
cropped parts 
of the masked 

inputs

Row 3: results 
of the model 
trained by the 

arbitrary
masks

Row 4: results 
of the model 

trained by our
masks

Fig. 8. The inpainting results of the model trained by our masks (row 4) are
more realistic and natural than the results of the model trained by the arbitrary
masks [6] (row 3) since our masks simulate the stroke-like inpainting mode of
Thanka mural better. Unrealistic textures and obvious artifacts can be easily
found in row 3. Row 1 is original Thanka murals, row 2 is cropped parts of
the masked inputs.

TABLE IV
WE TRAINED OUR THANKA INPAINTING MODEL WITH FIVE DIFFERENT

LOSS FUNCTION STRATEGIES NAMED AS ABLATION1, ABLATION2,
ABLATION3, ABLATION4, AND ABLATION5. DIFFERENT LOSS

COMPONENTS ARE DISCARDED IN THESE ABLATION STUDIES DURING
DIFFERENT TRAINING PHASES. THE SYMBOL “-” MEANS DISCARD.

Loss strategy Phase1 loss Phase2 loss
Proposed Lphase1 Lphase2

Ablation1 Lphase1 − β1 ∗ Lp Lphase2

Ablation2 Lphase1 − γ1 ∗ Ls Lphase2

Ablation3 Lphase1 Lphase2 − β2 ∗ Lp

Ablation4 Lphase1 Lphase2 − γ2 ∗ Ls

Ablation5 Lphase1 Lphase2 − λ2 ∗ Ltv

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5

PSNR

Proposed Ablation1 Ablation2

Ablation3 Ablation4 Ablation5

0.68

0.73

0.78

0.83

0.88

0.93

0.98

Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5

SSIM

Proposed Ablation1 Ablation2

Ablation3 Ablation4 Ablation5

Fig. 9. Ablation study on loss functions shown that the proposed 2-phase
loss functions outperformed the other five loss function strategies (Ablation1
∼ Ablation5) under any damage levels (Level1 ∼ Level5).

cropped images of the masked inputs, the third and the last602

rows are the cropped resulting images of the 2 models that603

were trained by the arbitrary masks and our masks respec-604

tively. We can easily see that there are more unrealistic textures605

and obvious artifacts in row 3 (trained by the arbitrary masks).606

Row 2: 
cropped parts 

of the 
masked 
inputs

Row 3: 
results of the 
model that 
lacks the 

perceptual 
loss Lp

Row 4: 
results of the 
model that 
lacks the 

style loss Ls

Row 5: results
of the model 
trained by the 
proposed loss

functions

Row 1: 
original 
Thanka 
murals

Fig. 10. Ablation study of the loss functions indicates that our results (row 5)
are more plausible than the results generated in the absence of the perceptual
loss Lp (row 3) and in the absence of the style loss Ls (row 4), which verifies
the necessity of Lp and Ls in our loss functions. Compared with our results
(row 5), row 3 (no Lp) contains unreasonable content while the inpainted
areas in row 4 (no Ls) are blurry. Row 1 is original Thanka murals, row 2
is the partially cropped images of the masked inputs.

The results in row 4 (trained by our masks) are more realistic. 607

This verified that the model trained by our masks simulates 608

and learns better the stroke-like inpainting mode of Thanka 609

mural. 610

D. Ablation study 611

1) Effectiveness of the loss functions: We trained our 612

Thanka inpainting model with five different loss function 613

strategies for ablation study. In Table.IV we named the five 614

ablation studies of loss functions as Ablation1, Ablation2, 615

Ablation3, Ablation4, and Ablation5. Compared to the pro- 616

posed 2-phase original-content-driven loss functions of our 617

MAPConv network, some loss components are discarded in 618

these ablation studies during different training phases. The 619

symbol “-” means discard in Table.IV. Fig.9 shows some 620

comparison results of the ablation study of loss functions. We 621

can see from Fig.9 that the proposed 2-phase loss functions 622

outperformed the other loss strategies under any damage levels 623

(Level1 ∼ Level5). This validated the performance of our loss 624

functions. 625

To further illustrate our performance, we discarded either 626

the perceptual loss Lp or the style loss Ls completely during 627

training. Fig.10 shows some visual comparisons. In Fig.10, 628

row 1 shows the original Thanka murals, row 2 shows the 629

partially cropped images of the masked inputs, row 3 shows 630

the results generated in the absence of the perceptual loss 631

Lp, row 4 shows the results generated in the absence of the 632
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TABLE V
THE PROPOSED MAPCONV NEURAL NETWORK INPAINTING METHOD
OUTPERFORMED BOTH SINGLE-SCALE PARTIAL CONVOLUTION AND

1-PHASE LEARNING UNDER THE FIVE DIFFERENT DAMAGE LEVELS. THIS
VERIFIES 1) THE NECESSITY OF THE 2-PHASE LEARNING STRATEGY OF

OUR MAPCONV NEURAL NETWORK; 2) OUR MULTI-SCALE PARTIAL
CONVOLUTION CAN EXTRACT MORE IMAGE STRUCTURE INFORMATION

(EVALUATED BY SSIM) AND PIXEL INFORMATION (EVALUATED BY
PSNR) THAN SINGLE-SCALE CONVOLUTION DUE TO OUR WIDTH-WISE

MULTI-SCALE FEATURE FUSION IN EACH LAYER.

Index Method Level1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5

PSNR
Proposed method 32.3643 25.3244 25.2429 23.4334 20.9625
1-phase learning 22.8570 21.2849 21.1638 20.4783 19.6846
Single-scale conv 31.9448 25.3136 25.1193 23.3835 21.0186

SSIM
Proposed method 0.9743 0.8905 0.8938 0.8394 0.7363
1-phase learning 0.9491 0.8558 0.8564 0.7963 0.6876
Single-scale conv 0.9727 0.8885 0.8900 0.8363 0.7325

Row 1:
 original Thanka 

murals

Row 2:
cropped parts of 

the masked 
inputs
Row 3: 

inpainting results 
of single-scale 

partial 
convolution

Row 4: 
inpainting results 
of our MAPConv

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. For most common multi-scale objects in Thanka murals such as
temple, auspicious-cloud, and lotus, the inpainting results of the proposed
MAPConv (row 4) contain more plausible textures, contours and boundaries
compared to the results of single-scale partial convolution (row 3). In row 3,
we can easily find obvious unnecessary artifacts and unreasonable contents in
the inpainted areas. Row 1 is original murals, row 2 is the cropped parts of
the masked inputs.

style loss Ls, and row 5 shows the results generated by our633

loss functions. We can see that row 3 contains unreasonable634

content, while the inpainted areas of row 4 are very blurry.635

Compared to row 3 and row 4, our results (row 5) are more636

plausible, which verifies the necessity and plausibility of the637

perceptual loss Lp and the style loss Ls in our loss functions.638

639

2) Effectiveness of multi-scale convolution: We replaced640

our MAPConv kernel with a single-scale partial convolution641

kernel and kept other settings unchanged, then trained the642

Thanka dataset with the single-kernel partial convolution.643

Table.V shows the comparison between single-scale and our644

multi-scale partial convolution. From Table.V we can see that645

except the PSNR of Level5 damage, the proposed MAPConv646

outperformed the single-scale partial convolution under all five647

damage levels. This verified that our MAPConv is capable648

of extracting more image structure information (evaluated by649

SSIM) and pixel information (evaluated by PSNR) due to the650

proposed width-wise multi-scale feature fusion in each layer,651

(a) masked inputs (b) inpainting results of 
1-phase learning at 

epoch=1 

(c) inpainting results of 
our 2-phase learning at 

epoch=1

Fig. 12. Our 2-phase learning restores the missing areas better than 1-phase
learning from the very beginning of the model training. This verified the
importance of the first stage learning of our 2-phase learning in which we
first focus on pixel reconstruction of missing areas.

comparing to the single-scale partial convolution. 652

Figure.11 shows a visual comparison between MAPConv 653

and single-scale partial convolution. For the most com- 654

mon multi-scale objects in Thanka murals such as temples 655

(Figure.11(a)), auspicious-clouds (Figure.11(b)) and lotuses 656

(Figure.11(c)), the inpainting results of the proposed MAP- 657

Conv (row 4) contain more plausible textures, contours, and 658

boundaries compared to the results of single-scale partial 659

convolution (row 3). This illustrates that our MAPConv can 660

extract the features of multi-scale objects better than single- 661

scale partial convolution. In row 3 of Figure.11, we can easily 662

find obvious unnecessary artifacts and unreasonable contents 663

in the inpainted areas. Row 1 shows images of the original 664

murals, row 2 shows the cropped parts of the masked inputs. 665

3) Effectiveness of 2-phase learning: We trained our model 666

with a 1-phase learning method in which the loss functions 667

were fixed. The total loss function Lphase2 we designed in our 668

second phase is adopted in the 1-phase learning (see Section 669

III.C). All training details of the 1-phase learning and our 670

2-phase learning are exactly the same except loss functions. 671

Table.V shows the comparison results between the 1-phase 672

learning and our 2-phase learning. From Table.V, we can 673

see that both the SSIM and PSNR of the 1-phase learning 674

method decrease dramatically since 1-phase learning is unable 675

to extract pixel features as well as our 2-phase learning does. 676

To further analyze the differences of 1-phase learning and 677

our 2-phase learning, we compare the inpainting results at the 678

very beginning of training (we found that the visual contrast of 679

the 2 methods at the very beginning is most obvious, which 680

is easier to be observed). Fig.12 shows the obvious visual 681

difference between 1-phase learning and our 2-phase learning 682

after the first training epoch (epoch=1). It can be easily seen 683

that our 2-phase learning restores the missing areas of images 684

better than 1-phase learning from the very beginning of model 685

training. 686
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Fig. 13. Our method is more robust than the other methods for heavily
damaged murals. With the increase of damage degree, PSNR and SSIM of
PConv, GMCNN, and GatedConv decrease much faster than our method (our
indexes are set as baseline). D1-D8 are 8 damage levels (from the lightest to
the heaviest).

V. DISCUSSION687

A. Robustness688

The experimental results show that our method is more689

robust than the other 3 methods for heavily damaged murals.690

In Fig.13, we used 8 damage levels (from the lightest D1 to691

the heaviest D8) to test the robustness of our method. We692

set the PSNR and SSIM values generated by our method as693

the baseline, and then computed the differences of PSNR and694

SSIM between our method and the other 3 methods. Fig.13695

shows that with the increase of the degree of damage, the696

PSNR and SSIM of PConv, GMCNN, and GatedConv decrease697

much faster than our MAPConv. This verified that Our method698

is more robust for heavily damaged murals.699

B. Speed700

Inpainting speed was also evaluated in our experiments. We701

tested the speed of the 4 methods on the test set using a702

personal laptop (GPU: Nvidia Quadro M1200). For a 512×512703

image with multiple irregular holes, the average inpainting704

times of the 4 methods are: 370 (±10) ms (PConv), 600705

(±10) ms (MAPConv), 730 (±10) ms (GMCNN), and 760706

(±10) ms (GatedConv). Our inpainting speed is faster than707

GMCNN and GatedConv, though it is not as fast as PConv.708

The inpainting speed of our method can support immediate709

interactive inpainting tasks.710

C. Limitations711

Our method still has limitations and difficulties in dealing712

with complex texture or very large holes due to two reasons:713

1) many Thanka images we collected are not clear; and 2)714

there are too many Thanka categories in our dataset.715

Fig.14 shows some failure cases of our method. In Fig.14,716

from row 1 we can see that the result is not satisfactory (see717

the inpainted lion eye in the yellow box). This is because718

the mural contains very complex textures. We can also see719

from row 2 that this heavily damaged Thanka mural cannot be720

inpainted well (see the inpainted face in the yellow box) since721

nearly half the content was damaged. In fact, it is a common722

unresolved challenge for any existing inpainting methods to723

fill complex texture or to inpaint heavily damaged images.724

(a) Original murals (b) Damaged murals (c) inpainting results

Fig. 14. Our method still has limitations and difficulties in dealing with
complex textures (row 1) or heavily damaged images (row 2). We are unable
to achieve satisfactory results in these cases. Row 1 shows a Thanka mural
that contains very complex textures; row 2 shows a heavily damaged Thanka
mural.

VI. CONCLUSION 725

We proposed a Thanka mural inpainting method based 726

on multi-scale adaptive partial convolution and stroke-like 727

masks. The proposed method consists of three parts: 1) a 728

novel convolution operation MAPConv; 2) a new parameter- 729

configurable stroke-like mask generation method; and 3) a 2- 730

phase learning framework based on MAPConv Unet and dif- 731

ferent loss functions. Our end-to-end method inpaints multiple 732

irregular damaged areas in Thanka murals (512×512 size) in 733

a short time and without any post-processing. Experiments 734

on simulated and real damages show that our method is able 735

to restore the damaged Thanka murals. Compared to other 736

methods, our results are more realistic and are closer to the 737

original Thanka mural paintings. 738

Although our method was only applied and verified for 739

Thanka mural restoration, it is designed for a category of real 740

scenes that face the following common problems: 1) small 741

datasets; 2) large irregular holes; and 3) need to restore the 742

original content rather than imaginary content. The method can 743

be applied to the following fields such as: a) medical image 744

inpainting; b) other mural restoration; c) damaged old pho- 745

tograph restoration; and d) ancient calligraphic handwriting 746

restoration. 747
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